Ph.D. Transfer Credit Form

Name:___________________________________

Advisor:__________________________________

Date:____________________________________
Directions: PhD students may transfer a maximum of 8 courses into the PhD program. Every transferred course
should be consistent with the goals of the Brown PhD requirements to ensure breadth, depth and quality. In
general, transfer requests can be made for rigorous courses in computer science or related disciplines. A detailed
syllabus of the course, information about assignments, readings etc., may be requested.
Fill in the boxes below for as many courses as you would like to transfer.
Step 1: Instructor Approval
q If you want to use a course to satisfy an area requirement, identify the equivalent course at Brown and get the
approval of the professor who teaches that course.
Step 2: DGS and Instructor Approval
q To transfer a course which doesn’t have a Brown equivalent, please get an appropriate professor to sign below
that the course is rigorous enough to substitute for a Brown course if we had a similar offering, and then get the
DGS to approve its use.

Course to be transferred:

Brown Course being replaced:

School where taken:

Number:

Course #:

Sem & Year (ex Fall ’12):

Course Title:

Equivalent
Brown CS
Course?

Area:

Course Name:
yes

Taught by:

no

Signature of professor approving substitution:

Printed name of professor:

Approval for transfer when no
Brown equivalent:
If a similar course is not taught at Brown but you'd like to
transfer it anyway, please get an appropriate professor to
sign below that the course is rigorous enough to substitute
for a Brown course if we had a similar offering, and then get
the DGS to approve its use.

Advisor’s use only:
Please sign indicating your consent on
transferring this course:

Approving professor’s signature:

Please indicate total number of Brown credits this
course is worth (0-1):

DGS’s signature:
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Print additional copies of this page as needed to transfer more than three courses.
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Brown Course being replaced:

School where taken:

Number:

Course #:

Sem & Year (ex Fall ’12):

Course Title:

Equivalent
Brown CS
Course?

Area:

Course Name:
yes
Signature of professor approving substitution:

no

Taught by:

Printed name of professor:

Approval for transfer when no
Brown equivalent:
If a similar course is not taught at Brown but you'd like to
transfer it anyway, please get an appropriate professor to
sign below that the course is rigorous enough to substitute
for a Brown course if we had a similar offering, and then get
the DGS to approve its use.

Advisor’s use only:
Please sign indicating your consent on
transferring this course:

Approving professor’s signature:

Please indicate total number of Brown credits this
course is worth (0-1):

DGS’s signature:
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Approval for transfer when no
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If a similar course is not taught at Brown but you'd like to
transfer it anyway, please get an appropriate professor to
sign below that the course is rigorous enough to substitute
for a Brown course if we had a similar offering, and then get
the DGS to approve its use.

Advisor’s use only:
Please sign indicating your consent on
transferring this course:
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Please indicate total number of Brown credits this
course is worth (0-1):

